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to access the api on the development server, you will need a youtube api key.
the key is not a secret and the description of the key on the google api explorer
is pretty clear. you can also download the json file with your keys from the link
above. if you want to download the thumbnails, you will need the thumbnails

with the video id in the url of the video. the default is true. if you set it to false,
lyte will try to download the thumbnails from the main page of the youtube page
but it may not work as expected. you can try to set the thumbnails to false in the

lyte developer settings. finally, you can download the video using the
downloadimmediately setting. the default is false. when it is set to true, the

video will immediately be downloaded after the lyte player is opened and the
download folder has been selected. to prevent downloading the video twice

when the downloadimmediately setting is set to true, the download folder will
have to be removed when the download is finished. if this is not possible, the

download folder will also be removed when the lyte player is closed. the new lyte
widget has been completely redesigned and now works with both portrait and

landscape orientations, and it also supports custom background-images. the new
lyte widget is available on the sidebar in the settings-panel of wp youtube lyte.

the lyte widget loads an unminified version of the youtube-player and the theme
loads an unminified version of the theme-css (which is almost identical to the

minified version, as the minified version just contains a subset of the css-rules).
the lyte widget uses the lyte icon on the sidebar, as this is the most familiar icon
for mobile users, and the lyte widget, for a more sophisticated touch-optimized

experience (if the user does not see the lyte icon).
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